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A structured light concept is reported enabling to distribute a large number of
focus copies at arbitrary positions in a working volume. Applying this holographic
3D-beam splitter concept to ultrashort laser pulses allows to deposit energy along
accelerating trajectories in the volume of transparent materials. Based on the
entirety of the volume modifications created in this way, the material can be
separated, for example, to create chamfered glass edges. These photonic tools
impress with enormous versatility, which enable equally diverse application
strategies ranging from cutting and welding to data storing.
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1 Introduction

Since the theoretical description (Siviloglou and Christodoulides, 2007) and
experimental realization of the optical Airy beam by Siviloglou et al. (2007), accelerating
beams have caused a stir in the scientific world as they appear to violate the fundamental
property of straight light propagation (Efremidis et al., 2019). Since then, a large number of
applications have been proposed and realized (Efremidis et al., 2019) including ultrafast
micromachining along curves already demonstrated in 2012 byMathis et al. (2012). The self-
healing properties of this class of radiation are shown to be particularly useful, as local
material modifications usually prevent undisturbed light propagation. To the same extent as
known from non-diffracting beams (McGloin and Dholakia, 2005), Airy beam profiles
reconstitute themselves behind obstacles including highest peak intensities, enabling
particularly efficient processing of substrates in a single pass (Mathis et al., 2012).
Therefore, this class of radiation is also called non-diffracting second type (Baumgartl
et al., 2008; Woerdemann, 2012).

The Airy beam and related caustic-based concepts (Froehly et al., 2011; Efremidis et al.,
2019) certainly owe their academic triumph (the keyword “Airy beam” yields several
thousand papers at google scholar) to the general accessibility of liquid-crystal-on-
silicon-based spatial light modulators (SLMs). In most cases, matched phase masks, for
example, cubic phase modulations (far-field generation) (Siviloglou et al., 2007) or the well-
known “3/2-phase pattern” (near-field generation) (Cottrell et al., 2009), displayed by SLMs
and embedded in simple focusing (Siviloglou et al., 2007) or imaging (Froehly et al., 2011)
optics form the optical setup. As the spatial resolution of today’s SLMs allows only a few
degree in diffraction angles, the degree of curvature is mainly determined by the numerical
aperture (NA) of the focusing used. If, for example, maximum angle differences of the
tangents to the curved surface of 90-deg are to be aimed, the required NA is already 1, cf.
Figure 1. Such “strong” focusings to generate nonparaxial accelerating beams (Froehly et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2012) can of course be realized by conventional microscope objectives, see,
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for example, the NA-0.8-micromachining experiment in Ref.
(Mathis et al., 2012). For industry-grade materials processing,
however, this entails various disadvantages, e.g., with respect to
working distance, focus position tolerance, or lens contamination or
collisions. To name just one example: Considering a microscope
objective with NA = 0.8, the resulting working distance is typically
well below 1 mm. The risk of constant lens contamination by micro-
debris during materials processing is very high.

Recently, several studies have been published in which glass
edges formed with accelerating and tilted non-diffracting beams
have been fabricated in a single pass, see (Jenne et al., 2018; Sohr
et al., 2021; Ungaro and Liu, 2021). The edge shapes produced and in
particular the only slightly reduced edge angles support our
argument that a more advanced tool is needed enabling
trajectories with 45-deg tangential angles to the surface.

Our solution for a photonic shaping tool, i.e., the generation of
high intensities along arbitrary curves or surfaces to modify
materials, is based on distributing a large number of focus copies
in the processing volume. Here, the desired spatial shape is sampled
by discrete foci whose entirety form the total focus distribution, see
Figure 1C. We will demonstrate that almost arbitrary tangential

angles to the accelerated trajectory are possible, as well as the
sampling of arbitrarily curved surfaces. The requirements on the
numerical aperture of the focusing objectives are moderate, so that
large working distances and large working volumes are possible at
the same time. The ability to process large working volumes
simultaneously allows to fully exploit the power or energy
performance of industrial laser systems and to develop
particularly efficient laser application strategies. In the paper, the
two main enabler of this concept, the central beam splitting element,
here, again realized with, for example, flexible SLMs, cf. Section 2,
and the advanced focusing unit, cf. Section 3, are introduced in
detail.

We have identified the processing of transparent materials as a
main application of this concept. Here, we can use the high intensities
generated by ultrashort laser pulses, to deterministically deposit
energy in the volume of glasses with light. At the resulting
modified areas, the material can be separated, e.g., by applying a
selective etching strategy. In Section 4, we will apply our shaping tools
to cut display glasses with tailored edges in a single pass. The
substrates with laser-chamfered edges show enhanced mechanical
properties when it comes to an impact or when the sample already

FIGURE 1
Ray optical and wave optical representation of different focus distributions propagating in vacuum without applying an optical potential. As for the
wave optical case, normalized intensity cross sections I(x, y � 0, z) are shown. Clear length or intensity units are not labeled by intention, since a
qualitative discussion is sufficient here. Gaussian focus (A), Airy focus distribution (B) (Froehly et al., 2011), and 3D-focus distribution (C) (Flamm et al.,
2021) sampling a similar accelerating trajectory K(t) � (x(t), y(t), z(t)). In all cases laser light propagates from left to right, parallel to the optical axis,
illuminates a beam shaping element and is focused. The required numerical aperture (NA) is indicated bymaximal half-angle θ of the cone of light that can
enter or exit the lens (beam shaping element and focusing lens not shown). In this and in some of the following figures we make use of Green’s
colorscheme (Green, 2021).
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exhibits smallest defects from former fabrication steps (Flamm
et al., 2022a). Here, the photonic shaping tool has the potential to
replace conventional techniques based on mechanical grinding
and polishing (Bukieda et al., 2020).

2 Holographic 3D-beam splitter

Industrial ultrafast laser sources providing multi-kilowatts of
average powers and several tens-of-millijoules pulse energies will
be available soon (Sutter et al., 2019; Dominik et al., 2021; Mans
et al., 2021; Dominik et al., 2022). These laser systems enable the
development of completely new application strategies, such as, e.g.,
single-pass, millimeter-scaled cutting of glasses with m/s-feed rates
(Hosseini and Herman, 2016; Jenne et al., 2020). This simple example
illustrates the need for sophisticated optical concepts, since the
simultaneous processing of the entire substrate thickness using an
adapted non-diffracting beam (Jenne et al., 2020), is the key to make
efficient use of the extreme laser parameters. Therefore, processing
optics are of particular interest that distribute high laser intensities
into large volumes, cf. glass cutting example (Kumkar et al., 2016;
Jenne et al., 2020), or onto large surfaces (Tillkorn et al., 2018; Flamm
et al., 2022b) in order to increase throughput through parallel
processing and, thus, to exploit the full performance of the laser
source (Kumkar et al., 2017). Based on well-known techniques for
parallel data recording and storing (Streibl, 1989; Gu et al., 2014; Ren
et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2014), here, we use concepts to generate
multifocal arrays and extend them to arbitrarily place a multitude of
foci within a millimeter-scaled working volume (Jesacher and Booth,
2010; Simmonds et al., 2011).

Displacing a focal spot from its original geometric focus position
behind a lens is achieved by introducing phase modifications to the
illuminating optical field. In terms of Zernike polynomials (Noll, 1976),
a proper choice of tip/tiltmodes in combinationwith a defocus allows to
control the transverse (Δx,Δy) and longitudinal Δz displacement,
respectively. This simple approach for themanipulation of a single focus
is extended to a 3D-beam splitting concept by exploiting the linearity
property of optics and multiplex the corresponding holographic
transmission functions—one for each focus to be placed in the
working volume (Soifer and Golub, 1994; Flamm et al., 2019).

Transverse shifting the jth-order focus is achieved by setting a
linear blaze grating Tblaze

j (r)with spatial frequencyKj � (Kx,j, Kx,j)
in the front focal plane of a lens with focal length fFL. The
corresponding transmission function then reads as (Wang et al.,
2000)

Tblaze
j r( ) � exp ı Kjr + ϕj( )[ ] (1)

and yields a transverse displacement according to
Δxj � fFL tan[sin−1(λKx,j/2π)], deduced from the grating
equation (straightforward for the displacement in y-direction).
We additionally define the constant phase offset ϕj to manipulate
the absolute phase values of respective diffraction order j, which we
will need later for the realization of 3D-beam splitter as a pure phase
hologram (Flamm et al., 2019).

Longitudinal displacement Δzj of the focal spot of order j is
realized by introducing the defocus mode (Noll, 1976) using, e.g., a
holographic lens transmission with focal length fj (Goodman, 2005).

Tlens
j r( ) � exp ıπr2/ λfj( )[ ]. (2)

In paraxial approximation the longitudinal shift is directly deduced
from Δzj ≈ − f2

FL/(fFL + fj). Please note that instead of ideal lens
transmissions Tlens

j , spot-dependent phase corrections could be
applied additionally. For example, to compensate for spherical
aberrations, caused by real focusing units, cf. Section 3, or when
spots are focused deep behind an optical interface (Itoh et al., 2009).

Combinations of transverse (Δxj,Δyj) and longitudinal (Δzj)
shifts are achieved by multiplying both transmissions
Tj � Tblaze

j Tlens
j . Multiplexing these jmax transmission functions

will yield the total transmission which reads as (Flamm et al., 2019)

Ttot r( ) � ∑
jmax

j

Tj � ∑
jmax

j

Tblaze
j r( )Tlens

j r( ). (3)

In general, this multiplexing scheme will yield a complex valued
transmission Ttot(r) � Atot(r) × exp[ıΦtot(r)] with amplitude and

FIGURE 2
Central details of phase modulations defining the phase-only
transmission functions T tot(r). The example depicted in (A) generates
the spiral-like focus trajectory shown in Figure 3. The second
subfigure (B) represents the beam splitting element to distribute
focus copies along the cone surface presented in Figure 3. Both
elements were optimized to be realized as quantized 8-level
elements, see insets, fabricated via laser lithography in fused silica
(Flamm et al., 2022a). These distributions are reminiscent of those
used for 2D diffractive beamsplitters (Wyrowski et al., 1994), but the
periodic sequel of unit cells is absent due to the holographic lenses, cf.
Eq. 2. In contrast to classical 2D beam splitters, 3D beam splitter
elements must therefore be spatially aligned to the raw beam for
optimized optimal impact.
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phase information. Different approaches exist to realize such a
transmission as phase-only hologram, see, e.g., Arrizón et al. (2007).
However, a particularly efficient and simple solution represents
Atot(r) � 1, thus setting the amplitude modulation to unity and
directly use Ttot(r) � exp[ıΦtot(r)] as phase-only transmission. This
approach will yield optical powers in unwanted diffraction orders, but,
nonetheless, will be significantly more efficient than aforementioned
phase-coding techniques. However, it has negative impact on the
uniformity of individual spots. To restore equal power distribution a
set of constant phase offsets ϕj{ } in the grating representation of Eq. 1
can be found by an iterative optimization routine. Here, the optical field
in the working volume and the optical power of the jmax spots have to be
simulated for each iteration (Leutenegger et al., 2006). This iterative
Fourier-transform algorithm (Wyrowski and Bryngdahl, 1988) is
expanded to all three spatial dimensions (3D–IFTA) and yields the
phase offsets ϕj{ } until a desired uniformity or weighting is reached.
The deduced set of ϕj{ }, finally, completely determines the total phase-
only transmission Ttot for each spot placed in the working volume by
Kj, fj{ }. Please note that the spot distribution can be designed with an
arbitrary weighting as required.

The spatial resolution of today’s SLMs already allows to split the
raw beam into several hundred volume-split focus copies. Depending
on the target focus distribution and applied spatial frequencies,
efficiencies are achieved between 70 % and 90 %. The number of
spots can be further increased when using stationary diffractive optical
elements (DOEs) to realize Ttot. Typically, after having applied soft
quantization (Wyrowski, 1989) on available phase levels the diffraction
efficiency reaches values comparable to those when using SLMs.
However, the amount of unmodulated light is significantly reduced
when DOEs are employed. Two selected examples of phase
modulations Φtot defining Ttot are depicted in Figure 2. In both cases
phase quantization on eight levels were applied toΦtot optimized for the
laser lithographic realization in fused silica.

The corresponding focus distributions of these two phase holograms
can be seen in Figures 3, 4 where tens-of-spots are distributed along a
spiral-like trajectory and a cone surface, respectively. After having

focused the spot distribution in a sub-millimeter-scaled working
volume using an NA-0.4-microscope objective and a 2f-like
configuration, the same optical concept was used in a reversed way
to perform the laser beam characterizationwith anNA of 0.4 (Rave et al.,
2021). The measured data confirms a successful volume-beam splitting
concept with highest spot densities and uniformities along the
accelerating trajectory and the cone surface, respectively.

As can be seen from the twomeasurements (Figures 3, 4) as well as
from the simulation depicted in Figure 1C, holographic beam splitting
produces undesired side orders that can also reach significant relative
intensities of >10%. The actual value of the unwanted local intensity
maxima depends on the spot density and arrangement and can be
suppressed by the iterative design algorithm. Please note that the spot
density cannot be chosen arbitrarily high, as interference of the
multiplexed signals will cause beating effects reducing uniformity.
However, as will be demonstrated in Section 4, neither discrete
sampling nor unwanted side orders have a negative impact on the
machining result. The simultaneous introduction of the modifications
ensures their interconnection and a continuous, etch access, although
the desired trajectory does not exhibit continuous high intensities. Peak
intensities in unwanted diffraction orders are below the substrate’s
nonlinear absorption threshold and do not lead to volume
modifications. A technique for further increasing spot density while
suppressing interference effects is proposed in Flamm and Kumkar
(2022). Here, polarization beam splitting is applied providing focus
copies with alternating polarization states.

3 Large-working-volume focusing
units

In the foregoing section, we discussed the basics of simultaneously
generating a large number of spots in a given working volume along a
desired curved trajectory or surface. To handle the high numerical
complexity of wave-optical hologram design (Flamm et al., 2019;
Flamm et al., 2021), we make use of ideal optical elements (thin-

FIGURE 3
Measured intensity I(x, y, z) in an isosurface representation (Jesacher and Booth, 2010) of a 3D-focus distribution consisting of 70 spots and
following a screw-like trajectory K(t) � (x(t), y(t), z(t)) � (a1 sin(a2t), a1 cos(a2t) + a3t2 , a4t + a5), for 0≤ t< 1 ∈ R, with (a1 , a2 , . . . , a5) � const. ∈ R.
Micrometer-scaled laser beam characterization was achieved bymicrosopy of the focal volume using a reversed focusing setup similar to the one shown
in Rave et al. (2021). Every subfigure depicts the same focus distribution from different perspectives.
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element approximation) as well as the angular spectrummethod and far-
field operators (Goodman, 2005). Now, the question arises whether a real
focusing unit is in principle capable of delivering diffraction-limited focal
spots in the required working volume. Ideally, the uniformity of the spot
distribution, cf. Figure 3, is not affected by the real objective and the single
spots show radial symmetric profiles without preferential direction. In
addition, an industrially suitable machining is aimed where the focusing
unit efficiently provides the focus shapewith a sufficient working distance
and is able to resist ultrashort laser pulses in the millijoule class (Flamm
et al., 2021; Kaiser et al., 2022). In the following, we will focus on
micromachining of display glasses of d ≈ 0.5 mm thickness, cf. Section 4,
and, thus require a working volume ofV ≈ d3 (please note, that our beam
splitter concept is not restricted to the micrometer regime and can be
scaled with the focal length of the focusing unit). Considering cleaving of
display glasses with non-diffracting beams (straight glass edges) (Ahmed
et al., 2008; Marjanovic et al., 2017; Jenne et al., 2020), we aim for focus
dimensions in the range of (1 . . . 5) μm. The focusing device should
therefore feature a numerical aperture of NA ≳ 0.2 and an effective focal
length of feff ≲ 20mm, for further specifications see overview provided in
Kaiser et al. (2022).

As mentioned above, the demands on the imaging performance
of the microscope lenses are high as aberrations within the
comparatively large working volume should be negligibly small.
In practical applications, however, a large axial and lateral working
volume lead to an inherent physical limitation and conflicts
especially high numerical apertures. An absence of lateral
aberrations requires the system to satisfy the Abbe sine condition
(Braat, 1997). Hence residual spherical aberrations will occur along
the axial dimension. On the other hand, the absence of axial
aberrations requires the Herschel condition to be satisfied
resulting in remaining lateral aberrations mainly composed by
coma (Braat, 1997). In detail, here, the rotational symmetry of
the individual focal points is essential for a controlled laser
modification process as non-radial symmetric spots can generate
cracks whose orientation may not be aligned with the processing
direction. Please note that if alignment of the preferred direction

induced by non-axisymmetric focal points and the processing
direction is ensured the glass separation step can be facilitated
significantly (Jenne et al., 2020; Kumkar et al., 2021). However,
laser modifications with uncontrolled crack orientation usually
result in poor edge quality. Therefore, the microscope lenses have
been designed to satisfy the sine condition and weak spherical
aberrations remain along the axial range (Kaiser et al., 2022).

To demonstrate the need for a multi-lens focusing objective when
processing large volumes with NAs above 0.2, ray- and wave-optical
simulations were performed shown in the scenario of Figure 5. Here,
the performance of a conventional (single lens) asphere (top) and a
microscope objective (six lenses and cover glass, bottom) can be directly
compared. The simple optical setup comprisesmainly the beam splitter and
the focusing unit in a 2f-like arrangement (Flammet al., 2021; Flammet al.,
2022a), represented by black boxes, see left hand side. Asmentioned, for the
tailored-edge cleaving of glasses relevant for display industry, a working
volume is aimed with V ≈ (500 μm)3. For this reason, three focusing
scenarios were investigated, where three spots are distributed at following
coordinates volume: (y � −250 μm, z � −250 μm), (y � 0, z � 0), and
(y � 250 μm, z � 250 μm). Here, the focus at (y � 0, z � 0) is on the
geometrical focus of the focusing unit serving as reference. For the sake of
simplicity, in all three cases the distribution of the spots is kept at two
dimensions only and x = 0 is set. The ray- and wave-optical evaluation of
the resulting foci confirms the need for amulti-lensmicroscope objective as
diffraction limited spots were achieved even at the limits of the working
volume, see numerical results shown on the bottom right. On the other
hand, the aspherical lens shows, especially in two cases at the edges of the
volume, strong aberrations consisting mainly of coma, see top right. Here,
resulting peak intensities Imax are reduced by almost one order of
magnitude (Kaiser et al., 2022).

Upon closer inspection, one can also see the impact of our design
strategy for the objective unit satisfying the Abbe sine condition
(Braat, 1997). In all three cases, the intensity distributions are
radially symmetric and marginally modulated on axis, see bottom
right of Figure 5—a typical behavior for slightly spherically
aberrated spots. Thus, the Herschel condition is not fully satisfied

FIGURE 4
Measured intensity I(x, y, z) in an isosurface representation (Jesacher and Booth, 2010) of a 3D-focus distribution consisting of 120 focus copies
arranged along a cone surfaces. Micrometer-scaled laser beam characterization was achieved by microsopy of the focal volume using a reversed
focusing setup similar to the one shown in Rave et al. (2021). The peak intensity per spot deviates by less than 5% from the mean value confirming a
successful optimization routine. Every subfigure depicts the same focus distribution from different perspectives.
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in the three cases shown. However, these aberrations are negligible
since the peak intensities and focal shapes are mainly responsible for
useful laser modifications. Here, the loss in peak intensity is smaller
than 10% when using the microscope objectives, see bottom right.
The beam propagation factor M2

eff for general astigmatic beams,
determined virtually according to ISO11146–3 (ISO, 2005; Flamm
et al., 2012) is at the diffraction limit in the ray-optical focus and
better than 1.4 at the edges of the working volume. The qualification
of a focusing unit by means of a beam propagation ratio, thus by a
single parameter, is of course insufficient but highly interesting from
a laser technological point of view (Kaiser et al., 2022).

The situation using the single lens asphere is likewise clear.
Optimized for the position in the geometrical focus, see middle case
depicted on the top right of Figure 5, the two other cases show strong
typical coma and astigmatism aberrations at the edges of the working
volume. The spot profiles are no longer radially symmetric and show
significant peak intensity losses. Thus, neither the Abbe sine, nor the
Herschel condition is satisfied (Burge et al., 2010). This is confirmed by
corresponding M2

eff -parameters that amount to approximately 10.
Therefore, simultaneous processing of a large working volume,
V≳ (500 μm)3, with multiple spots of NA > 0.2 and conventional
focusing units is not recommended (Kaiser et al., 2022).

FIGURE 5
Comparison of the focusing performance of a conventional single aspheric lens (top) and an adapted multi-lens microscope objective (bottom) for
large volume processing with holographic 3D-beam splitters (Kaiser et al., 2022). The effective focal length and the numerical aperture is set to
feff =10 mm and NA = 0.45 for both cases. The beam splitter and the focusing unit form the optical setup in a 2f-like configuration (Flamm et al., 2021;
Flammet al., 2022a; Kaiser et al., 2022) denoted by the black boxes (left). A working volume of ~ (500μm × 500μm × 500μm), see purple square, is
our target for the tailored-edge cleaving of display glasses. Here, three focusing situations are comparedwhere three spots are independently distributed
in the working volume: at (y � −250μm, z � −250μm), at (y � 0, z � 0), and at (y � 250μm, z � 250μm), where case equals the geometrical
focus of both focusing units. For simplicity, the distribution of the spots is kept at two dimensions and x = 0 is set for all three cases. The ray- and wave-
optical evaluation of the resulting foci confirms the need for amulti-lensmicroscope objective as we achieve diffraction limited spots even at the limits of
the working volume. The poor focusing performance of the single aspherical lens can be seen especially for the two large focus shifts, cases and

Here, the transverse intensity profile I(x, y) is no longer radial symmetric and the corresponding propagation I(y, z) shows an accelerating behavior
mainly due to coma aberrations. Resulting peak intensities Imax are reduced by one order of magnitude, see Imax-parameter in the respective
I(y, z)-simulation on the right hand side (Kaiser et al., 2022).
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4 Single-pass tailored-edge glass
cleaving

With the previous sections (Sections 2, 3) we have laid the hardware
fundamentals for advanced volume processing of transparent materials.
Using our photonic shaping tool, various processing strategies are
conceivable ranging from welding (Zimmermann et al., 2013) to data
storing (Zhang et al., 2014) and waveguide writing (Nolte et al., 2003). In
our opinion, however, the cutting of display glass with a tailored edge
represents the greatest potential from an economical point of view.

Irrespective of whether a conventional scribe and break process
(Nisar et al., 2013) or a laser-based approach is used for glass cutting
(Jenne et al., 2020), the first process result is always a substrate with a
vertical edge. These manufactured smallest edge radii represent the
greatest weak points of brittle-hard materials, as stresses accumulate
at the 90-deg corners which lead to chippings and cracks in the event
of an impact. Substrates with reduced tangential edge angles (Flamm
et al., 2022a), as known from beveled, chamfered or C-shaped edges,
will be characterized by higher mechanical stabilities (Marjanovic
et al., 2019; Bukieda et al., 2020; Flamm et al., 2022a).

If a glass substrate is cut to size, various further process steps are
needed, such as cleaning, polishing, hardening, etc. The longer and more
complex the further processing of a substrate, themore probable it is that
defects will occur. Here, too, a shaped glass edge will be very effective in
protecting the substrate from cracks. Chamfering is therefore highly
desirable right from the first process steps. Laser-based processing
becomes particularly attractive when cutting and chamfering can be
performed in a single processing step (Flamm et al., 2022a).

Our photonic shaping tool is designed to take the shape of a desired
edge geometry. Thus, several transmission functions Ttot, cf. Eq. 3, haven
been iteratively determined and displayed by the SLM acting as flexible
holographic 3D-beam splitter to fabricate glass substrates with, for
example, chamfered and C-shaped egdes. Ultrashort laser pulses
emerged from a TruMicro Series 2000 laser (Jansen et al., 2018) are
illuminating this central beam splitting element in a 2f-like configuration,
cf. Figure 5. Duringmachining, laser parameters were set to generate type-
III-like modifications (Itoh et al., 2006) inside the glass substrate. Here, a
pulse energy of ≲150 μJ was equally distributed to picosecond pulse trains
(Herman et al., 2003; Kerse et al., 2016). The feed rates were selected to
produce amodification pitch of ~5 μm.Results of the first step of our glass
chamfering approach, the lasermodification step using volume-split spots,
can be inspected in Figure 6. Shown here is a microscope image taken
perpendicularly from the edge of an unhardened 550 μm-thick Corning
Gorilla® glass substrate. While focusing was achieved parallel to the z-axis,
see the coordinate system, the workpiece was positioned in y-direction
with respect to the optical head.

The holographically split Gaussian foci cause modifications, which
are partially separated and partially overlapping and which clearly
follow the desired chamfer contour. All modifications are aligned
parallel to the optical axis and project into the good part of our
workpiece, depending on the respective position on the trajectory.
This behavior is typical for type-III-regime modifications generated by
Grossmann et al. (2016), Bergner et al. (2018). Here, however, due to the
simultaneous introduction of a large number of damages, an interaction
among the modifications also takes place. Please note that, as can be
seen from the microscope image, defects are at least partially connected
by cracks. This points out the importance of not considering the
modifications generated by the focus copies in isolation from each

other, but rather to treat the entirety of the foci as one focus distribution.
Crucial for the presented method is the simultaneity when introducing
thematerial modifications. Only the simultaneous impact ofmany focal
points on the material produces connected modifications without
shielding effects, which in turn enable the substrate separation in the
first place (Flamm et al., 2022a).

Please note that the laser parameters given in this study represent
useful values andmay form the basis for future investigations. However,
we do not claim to have found the optimal parameters. Depending on
the substrate geometry and material, adapted laser parameters have to
be found. Furthermore, it will strongly depend on which separation
process (e.g., chemical versus thermal) is actually aimed at. Especially
for thermal separation with CO2-laser radiation, which is highly
relevant from an industrial point of view, the required laser
parameters will be completely different and further parameter
studies are necessary (Flamm et al., 2022a).

Various strategies are known for the second processing step,
such as the application of mechanical loads (Jenne et al., 2020) or the
induction of thermal stresses from CO2-laser radiation (Nisar et al.,
2013). It is also well understood that different types of laser-induced

FIGURE 6
Microscope image of the edge of an unhardened 550 μm-thick
Corning Gorilla

®
glass substrate with laser-induced modifications

following a chamfered trajectory. Spatially separated type-III-regime
modifications (Itoh et al., 2006) caused by the split Gaussian foci
are apparent which are at least partially connected by cracks (Jenne
et al., 2020; Flamm et al., 2022a). Tangential angles to the modified
contour induced within a single pass are reduced down to α ≲ 45°.
Processing was achieved parallel to the y-axis, see coordinate system.
Employed pulse energy in burst mode was about 100 μJ—barely
enough to generate visible volume modifications at all spots. Please
note that not all modifications can be clearly identified by naked eye or
with a light microscope, respectively.
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modifications, for example, type II modifications in fused silica
(Hermans et al., 2014; Gottmann et al., 2017), can feature much
larger, etch rates than the untreated glass volume (> 1000: 1). This
selective laser-induced etching concept enables rapid fabrication of
3D-glass structures of arbitrary shapes with structural features down
to the 10 μm-scale (Hermans et al., 2014; Gottmann et al., 2017).

Our selective laser etching strategy is based on the application
30 wt.-% KOH solution to the laser-modified substrate in an
ultrasonic bath at 80°C (Kaiser et al., 2019; Rave et al., 2021).
After an etching time of < 60 min separation is achieved, made
possible by the fact that the laser-induced modifications are at least
partially connected by cracks, cf. Figure 6 (Flamm et al., 2022a).
Processing results are shown in Figure 7 with scanning electron
micrographs demonstrating a successful tailored-edge processing. It
is straightforward to see that the edges have taken the shape of the
respective focus distribution shown additionally in the top row of
Figure 7. Achieved edge surface roughness parameters were
determined to Sa < 2 μm (Flamm et al., 2022a) which are, thus,
insignificantly higher than when cutting straight face edges with
ultrafast non-diffracting beams (Jenne et al., 2020). For evidence of
improved mechanical properties, we refer to the investigation in
Flamm et al. (2022a), in which edge stability of C-shaped display
glasses was tested by means of four-point bending tests.

5 Conclusion

We have introduced photonic tools in which the focus
distribution generated from a processing optics take the shape of
the workpiece to be processed. Here the two main enabler of the
optical head, the holographic 3D-beam splitter and the large-
working volume focusing unit were presented and corresponding

design strategies were discussed. The possible shapes that this
sophisticated laser tool can exhibit are enormously diverse and
exceed those from well-known techniques where accelerating
beams are used, especially with respect to possible radii of
curvature. Applying this approach to ultrashort laser pulses
allows to deposit energy at arbitrary locations in a glass volume.
At the resulting material modifications the substrate can be
separated, for example, by chemical means. The uniqueness of
our laser optical concept is demonstrated by presenting selected
processing highlights useful for edge-protecting applications. Here,
cutting and edge-chamfering was performed within a single pass and
with the potential for m/s feed rates.
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FIGURE 7
Examples for 2D-focus distributions (top, the third spatial dimension is not used here) and corresponding processing results in 550 μm-thick
Corning Gorilla glass (bottom) (Kaiser et al., 2022). In each case, the z-axis corresponds to the propagation direction. Length dimensions not shown on
purpose. For the sake of clarity, the spots are weighted equally. Depending on thematerial, edge geometry and separation strategy, an adaptedweighting
is reasonable and possible. The first two examples of a chamfered (A) and a C-shaped edge (B) follow the argumentation of edge protecting due to a
reduced tangential angle to the surface (Flammet al., 2022a) which read as 45-deg in (A) and less than 30-deg in (B). The last three cases of an apex shape
with 90-deg apex angle (C), (smoothed) step profile (D), and inverse half-circle shape (E) may be beneficial for auto-centering or flush-closing tasks
(Kaiser et al., 2022).
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